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In your Master's thesis, you must answer the thesis question with conviction and clarity in the written presentation
submitted to complete a Master's degree.

Increasingly, the examination may involve a third academic, the 'chair'; this person, from the candidate's
institution, acts as an impartial observer with oversight of the examination process to ensure that the
examination is fair. The typical format will see the candidate giving a short 20â€”minute presentation of his or
her research, followed by one to two hours of questions. Germany[ edit ] In Germany, an academic thesis is
called Abschlussarbeit or, more specifically, the basic name of the degree complemented by -arbeit rough
translation: -work; e. Examination results[ edit ] The result of the examination may be given immediately
following deliberation by the examiners in which case the candidate may immediately be considered to have
received his or her degree , or at a later date, in which case the examiners may prepare a defense report that is
forwarded to a Board or Committee of Postgraduate Studies, which then officially recommends the candidate
for the degree. See also compilation thesis. In some universities, students are required to write a proposal
skripsi or proposal tesis thesis proposal before they could write their final assignment. The defense of the
research work is done publicly. An additional oral exam may take place after the dissertation is completed and
is known as a thesis or dissertation "defense", which at some universities may be a mere formality and at
others may result in the student being required to make significant revisions. The examination board often
consists of 3 to 5 examiners, often professors in a university with a Masters or PhD degree depending on the
university's examination rules. Another term for an oral examination is Kolloquium, which generally refers to
a usually public scientific discussion and is often used synonymously with Verteidigung. In teams, there will
often be a Director of Studies, usually someone with broader experience perhaps having passed some
threshold of successful supervisions. All the dissertation referees must already have achieved at least the
academic degree that the candidate is trying to reach. In addition, the presentation of the research project will
help the candidate choose their primary thesis adviser. Most students with bachelor's degrees continue onto
master's programmes which end with a master's thesis called diplomski rad literally "diploma work" or
"graduate work". Increasingly, high schools are requiring students to complete a senior project or senior thesis
on a chosen topic during the final year as a prerequisite for graduation. Preparing for comprehensive exams is
normally both stressful and time consuming. The choice of examiners must be approved by the university
senate. Usually, one examiner is an academic from the candidate's own university department but not one of
the candidate's supervisors and the other is an external examiner from a different university. All the theses
need to be "defended" by the author during a special examination for the given degree. A wide range of
supervisory arrangements can be found in the British academy, from single supervisors more usual for
undergraduate and Masters level work to supervisory teams of up to three supervisors. For bachelor's and
master's degrees, the name can alternatively be complemented by -thesis instead e. Typically, one exam will
question the student on theory while the other will show competency or expertise in their chosen subfield or
major field within their program. The academic dissertation for a PhD is called a dysertacja or praca
doktorska. The undergraduate thesis is called skripsi, while the doctoral dissertation is called disertasi. Length
is often given in page count and depends upon departments, faculties, and fields of study. However, in
Philippine English , the term doctorate is typically replaced with doctoral as in the case of "doctoral
dissertation" , though in official documentation the former is still used. Failure to pass a second time will
normally result in expulsion from the program. Swedish PhD studies should in theory last for four years,
including course work and thesis work, but as many PhD students also teach, the PhD often takes longer to
complete. The candidate's primary supervisor is not permitted to ask or answer questions during the viva, and
their presence is not necessary. Thesis examinations[ edit ] One of the requirements for certain advanced
degrees is often an oral examination called a viva voce examination or just viva in the UK and certain other
English-speaking countries. The thesis is unacceptable and the candidate must withdraw from the program. An
undergraduate thesis is completed in the final year of the degree alongside existing seminar lecture or
laboratory courses, and is often divided into two presentations: proposal and thesis presentations though this
varies across universities , whereas a master thesis or doctorate dissertation is accomplished in the last term
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alone and is defended once. The undergraduate theses are called uppsats, sometimes examensarbete, especially
at technical programmes. The submission for the Habilitation is called praca habilitacyjna" or dysertacja
habilitacyjna". Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Typical duration for the
total exam is 1 hour 30 minutes for the MSc and 3 hours for the PhD. Phil Master of Philosophy instead,
preventing the candidate from resubmitting the thesis. Because of the nature of the graduate thesis or
dissertation having to be more narrow and more novel, the result of original research, these usually have a
smaller proportion of the work that is cited from other sources, though the fact that they are lengthier may
mean they still have total citations. In many schools, master's thesis defenses are restricted to the examinee
and the examiners, but doctoral defenses are open to the public. Some colleges or universities in the United
States require undergraduate students to pass comprehensive examinations in order to receive their degree.


